VICTORY KARTS
www.victorykarts.com

Sprint Chassis
Manufactured in the United States
100cc/125cc/4‐cycle Applications

MODEL: VKS12

Technology at work for you
A Chassis designed for American tracks on the new eco‐friendly tires,
that will just plain “do work”.
The challenge for us was simple, create a chassis that will work on tracks that do not
rubber up like tracks overseas and will work with the new tires being used today at an
affordable price.
The design took quite a while to perfect and not radical by any stretch of the imagination.
We wanted it to be user friendly, quick out of the box, durable, and economical. What we
got was all of that and more. We have a chassis that runs comparable lap times to the 5K
dollar EURO models at just over half the cost. You be the judge, visit our web site to see
the chassis in action.

Sleek appearance
In today’s market, it is even more important to look professional both on
and off the track.
At Victory Karts we understand that results off the track are just as important as those on
the track. We use the finest components on our chassis which some are readily available
at most kart shops. The sleek looks of the VKS12 and the high gloss powder coat applied
to the frame make the kart a winner off the track as well as on.
Victory Karts has a full line of apparel including hats and racing suits to insure you look
professional on and off the track.

Victory Kart Specifications
Tubing Size: 1.25” Tubing (special)
Adjustability: Front ‐ Caster, Camber and Ride Height, Rear ‐ Ride Height
Weight: 92 Pounds, 41.7 Kilograms
Overall Length: 75 Inches, 190 Centimeters
King Pin Width: 25.75 Inches, 65.5 Centimeters
Wheels: 5” One Piece HQ Aluminum
Brake: MCP Special with Floating‐Vented Rotor
Axle Size: 1040 ‐ 50mm Medium
Hubs: 50mm Medium Length Aluminum
Fuel Tank: 8 Liter Removable
Body Work: EVO
Power Coated: Black, Silver
Graphics: Team VK Package Included
Identifiable theft protection: Yes
Steering Wheel: Standard
Manufacturer Statement of Origin: Yes

MODEL: VKS12

